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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Eleventh Day: Thursday, May 18, 2017 
Post Time: 5:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 106-21-18-16—20%W, 52%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
MO DIDDLEY is a $450,000 New York-bred son of Uncle Mo that will make 
his career debut for trainer Mark Casse, and the dark bay colt sports a gap-
free, sharp work tab since mid-April, including a  “bullet” :46 4/5 move 
from the gate at Keeneland nearly a month ago. He’s out of a stakes-placed 
Vindication mare and hails from the family of Bear Now, a Canadian 
champion. I’d like to see a horse breaking to his outside in the debut run, 
however he has a license to by any kind; gets the nod in a competitive heat. 
SHANGROYAL fetched $400K as a yearling last September at Keeneland 
and will make his career debut for the Wesley Ward barn, an outfit that has 
made a career with precocious juvenile stock. Bay son of first-crop sire 
Shanghai Bobby—who broke his maiden at a four and a half furlong trip as 
a two-year-old—is out of a Carson City mare, which adds a source of speed 
on the distaff side of his family. He has a couple of useful gate works in 
Lexington and is sitting on a :36 4/5 blowout three-eighths move eight 
days ago at Keeneland; major player. RED ALERT, is a $38,000 son of the 
first-crop sire and the very fast grade one winning sprinter Justin Phillip, 
who was also trained by Steve Asmussen. Chestnut has a sparse yet honest 
work tab at Lone Star Park and Churchill, but this outfit is more than 
capable of winning with a two-year-old first-timer and, rest-assured, he will 
be well-prepared and break running; contender. JUST LIKE RICHIE has an 
advantage over the top three choices in that he has a race under his belt, 
and he was only beaten five lengths and change in the debut effort in 
Lexington 29 days ago, where he broke slow, was tipped out in the drive 
and made up some ground to finish fifth of eight at nearly 63-1. He’ll likely 
improve upon that effort this evening and will be a big number on the tote 
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board again; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-6-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The chestnut gelding WHYAREYOUAWESOME figured to need his last start 
at Keeneland a tick over three weeks ago, as he was making his seasonal 
debut off a near six-month layoff facing a small but honest field of open 
$40,000 claiming types for trainer Conor Murphy. Son of Whywhywhy 
stretches out an eighth, has an affinity for this seven-furlong trip on the 
main track, has finished first-or-second in fifty percent of his lifetime 
starts under the Twin Spires, and will be tighter this go-around. I’m not 
crazy about the one-hole coming out of the partial chute, but this fellow has 
effective tactical speed and annexed a $40K starter heat last summer in 
Louisville. Jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. is riding well at the tilt; rates top 
billing. MEDAL OF COURAGE is a hard-knocking son of Warrior’s Reward 
that has placed in an impressive 25-of-37 lifetime starts and has yet to run 
a poor race since being claimed for a quarter last November at Remington 
Park by trainer Randy Morse, and he has been competitive all winter in 
Hot Springs in the $15K-$25K starter allowance ranks. His lifetime 
numbers at Churchill and at this seven-panel distance are a bit concerning, 
but he has finished in the money in 11 of his past 12 starts, exits some fast 
sprint races at Oaklawn and possesses a versatile running style; major 
player in a contentious heat. The six-year-old BAD STUDENT looks to be a 
cut below the top two choice in class, but he has seven past wins at 
Churchill Downs to his credit and is another very consistent horse having 
finished in the money in 16 of his past 22 races. I like that he turns back in 
distance off his past five races to a trip at which he has been first-or-second 
in four-of-six lifetime efforts, and he gets reunited with Julien Leparoux in 
this spot; lots to like. STORMY PACIFIC got some quick splits in front of 
him to set up his late kick in Lexington nearly three weeks ago, where he 
rallied from off the pace, split horses and bested the top choice by a length 
and change facing similar rivals in a race that was clocked in an honest 
1:10 1/5. GOLDEN MOON generally rattles off :21 and change opening 
quarter-mile splits and there are a couple of other entrants that may keep 
him honest early, so this late-running sprinter should get a favorable pace 
setup again in this affair. He has never been off the board at Churchill and 
gets an extra furlong to work with today on the slight stretch out; threat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
ABBOCCATO has finished in the money in three-of-four lifetime starts and 
woke up as the tepid favorite in Louisville 19 days ago when dropping in 
for a dime for the first time. She hit her best stride too late in that heat and 
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turns back a furlong in this spot, but she was getting out in the stretch that 
may have cost her the win. ARCHARITYROBBYN, LIKE A HAINT and 
CHARGERS MISS all like to be on or near the lead, so he could get some 
honest fractions in front of him to set up his closing run. This is a weak 
race; choice. DIN’S FIRE takes a stout class drop from maiden allowance 
company into this nondescript maiden $10K affair in this spot and gets 
wheeled back off 19 days rest by trainer Jack Frost. Bay filly has a license 
to improve making her second start off a layoff, and she didn’t run too 
poorly in her dirt debut, where she was the recipient of a wide post draw 
and trip and made up some ground in the lane; contends on the drop. LIKE 
A HAINT has never run a poor race for trainer William Denzik, and she 
creeps down in class in this affair in for a dime. Throw out the effort two 
starts back on the Polytrack at Turfway, where she stumbled at the start 
and was wide throughout after breaking from the 11-hole; further 
improvement expected. CHARGERS MISS demonstrated mild 
improvement when taking a huge class drop in her last start and while she 
was well beaten in that heat by the top choice, she was bumped around at 
the start and was in the six-path at the quarter-pole which compromised 
her chances. She still has some upside making just her third career start; 
annexes a minor award with a clean trip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-6 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The gray MIZZING FRAZIER will make his first start off the claim for 
trainer Derrick Bright, whose outfit has made the most out of limited 
opportunities in 2017, and the late-running son of Mizzen Mast figures to 
be more in touch with the early pace stretching back out around two-turns 
to this nine-furlong trip. Throw out his career debut—where he hooked a 
live field including the eventual multiple graded stakes winner McCraken 
and his dirt form his pretty honest despite his turf-oriented pedigree. His 
former connections seemed to have found the class level at which this guy 
can be competitive, and he has overcome some eventful trips in his recent 
past facing $20K-$30K maiden claiming types in Arkansas and Louisiana, 
respectively and been competitive; rates top billing. TRENTON BRIDGE 
returns to the races as a gelding in his first start off the claim for Hall of 
Famer Jack Van Berg, who haltered this well-bred son of Giant’s Causeway 
for $15,000 out of his last race in Hot Springs. He overcame a troubled trip 
in his career debut at Oaklawn to be a good third facing comparable 
competition, and I’m tossing his last race, where he washed out in the post 
parade and was rank. He’s since been freshened up and has a pair of useful 
public works since he last effort; expecting a better effort at a square price. 
RENVYLE had to deal with some traffic issues at the three-sixteenths pole 
in his last start, yet still managed to finish a scant three-parts of a length 
off the top choice while stepping up in class in his most recent outing in 
Arkansas for trainer Steve Hobby. Like all the other entrants, he will try a 
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mile and an eighth for the first time this evening, but I like the jockey 
change to Brian Hernandez, Jr., and this gelded son of Trappe Shot has 
finished in the money in three-of-four lifetime starts; contender. WHOLE 
LOTTA LUCK takes a marked class drop from the maiden $50K class level 
down to the $20K ranks in this spot for trainer Dallas Stewart, whose 
outfit has sent over a couple of short-priced class droppers at the tilt that 
haven’t fired, and this fellow hasn’t managed to hit the board from eight 
prior starts. He’s a closer that doesn’t have a notable turn of foot; the class 
drop is the biggest attraction. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-4-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
The featured fifth on the card is a competitive $80,000 optional 
claiming/third-tier allowance event going a mile and a sixteenth trip on the 
Matt Winn Turf Course, it promises to be a contentious heat. CHOCOLATE 
RIDE is a Fair Grounds turf specialist that hasn’t fared well on the weeds in 
Louisville in the past, however both those efforts came in grade one races 
and his form is salty outside of graded stakes company. It doesn’t hurt that 
he’s the controlling speed on paper in a race without a lot of early pace 
signed on, and he’s eligible to move forward in the third start of his current 
form cycle. He tends to break running and makes up half of a formidable, 
coupled entry sent postward by trainer Brad Cox, as his entrymate, 
SPECIAL OPS, tends to fire from off the pace and was only beaten two 
lengths and change in a grade two stakes race two starts back in New 
Orleans; choice, gate-to-wire. BONDURANT only beat one horse but was 
only five and a quarter lengths off the win in the Maker’s 46 Mile (G1T) at 
Keeneland in his last start, and this bay War Front colt is graded stakes 
placed over the local course at this mile and a sixteenth trip and has 
finished first-or-second in five-of-nine turf starts lifetime for trainer Ian 
Wilkes. I’m a little concerned that there isn’t enough early pace assembled 
in this spot to set up his late kick, but he’s a nice horse that slides into the 
allowance/optional claming ranks off four starts hooking graded stakes 
company. Regular rider Brian Hernandez, Jr. is booting home winners at a 
22 percent clip at the meet; contender. The gray AIROFORCE is a classy 
Colonel John colt that will hook a tough crew in his four-year-old debut for 
trainer Mark Casse, as he returns to the races off an eight-month plus 
hiatus in this affair. He will try allowance company for the first time in his 
career, as he has competed exclusively in stakes race in his past 10 starts, 
and he has never put forth a poor effort at this mile and a sixteenth trip on 
the lawn. Negatives include his projected low odds (5-2 co-favorite on the 
morning line) and the fact that he hooks a salty field off an extended layoff 
at a short price; figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
SILENT WATERS is a very interesting play in this heat, as he figures to get 
a great trip stalking CHOCOLATE RIDE, and he has some “sneaky good” 
past form on the turf, as he was a solid fourth behind the multiple graded 
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stakes winner Catch a Glimpse and AIROFORCE in the Pennsylvania Mile 
(G3T) four starts back, and he has never missed the exacta at this mile 
and a sixteenth trip on grass. He has room for improvement making his 
third start off the sidelines, but he’s a tick below others in the class 
department. I like the rider change to Ricardo Santana, Jr., who figures to 
give his mount a good trip stalking CHOCOLATE RIDE, and this fellow is 12-
1 on the morning line; overlay material. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1a(part of entry)-4-7-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
Trainer Ben Colebrook seems to have found the class level at which 
HEARTBREAK HILL can be competitive, as the Donamire Farm homebred 
has rallied from off the pace to be second in a pair of starts since dropping 
in to face $16K-$20K maiden claiming company. Bay daughter of 
Ghostzapper was on the wrong end of a photo for the win in Louisville 19 
days ago, however she has demonstrated steady improvement since 
getting blinkers two starts back and switching from the Polytrack to a 
conventional dirt surface; gets the nod. VICTORY’S SECRET is a bay 
daughter of Musket Man will take an eye-catching drop in class from entry-
level allowance company, and she has never missed the exacta from three 
prior outings under the Twin Spires. She returns to the races off an 
extended layoff but has run well in the past off the sidelines. The fact that 
she didn’t breeze back off a “bullet” move of :47 1/5 on April 23rd is a bit 
concerning, but she has never been in this cheap; threat on the drop. MISS 
COCO was no match for the top choice in her last start at Keeneland, but 
she has improved in each start of her 2017 campaign thus far and has 
finished in the money in three-of-four lifetime starts at Churchill. She has 
faced a pair of next-out winners in her past two races, continues to drop in 
class, and the pace figures to be honest with ENDLESS TYME, IN THE 
SHOES and GRANTASTICA wanting to be on or near the early lead, which 
will help assist her late kick; comes running in the stretch drive. COLD 
HEARTED PEARL’s lone win was in an off-the-turf heat contested over a 
“fast” strip at Ellis Park last September, and her form is consistently 
inconsistent. She plummets down the class ladder from entry-level 
allowance company at Keeneland into this conditioned claiming heat for 
$16K, and she has room to move forward in the third start of her current 
form cycle. Improvement expected, but not enough to get her into the 
winner’s circle; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-8-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN  
The lightly raced four year old filly FORT MARSH hasn’t been seen at the 
races in nearly seven-months, but she has won her past two starts off the 
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shelf for trainer Chris Block and annexed a money since allowance heat in 
Chicago in her first start against winners, typically the sign of a nice horse. 
She has been training forwardly at Arlington during her time away from 
the races, and she has defeated next-out winners in her past two races. 
She’s a front-runner in a race loaded with speed, but she’s talented. Throw 
out her first start, where she was sent into a hot pace while breaking from 
the one-hole in her career debut, and this filly is hard not to like; choice. 
WORLD PEACE has finished in the money in five-of-eight starts lifetime at 
this five-furlong trip on turf, and she figures to get a great trip stalking a 
hot pace under jockey Channing Hill. Bay filly will likely move forward in 
her second start off a near two-month layoff, and she exits a quick race at 
Laurel, where she was facing “three other than” allowance/optional $32K 
claiming types. She figures to get first-crack and the fading speed at the 
quarter-pole; contender. BIG CITY DREAMIN hasn’t been seen at the races 
since last summer, and her lone victory versus winners was against “non-
winners of two lifetime” types over a Tapeta surface at Presque Isle Downs. 
On the positive side, she has won both her starts outside of stakes company 
and will make her fist start for the high-percentage Brad Cox stable in this 
affair. She’s part of a coupled entry with RED LODGE, also dropping from 
stakes company into the allowance ranks, which enhances her appeal but 
will kill her price. Figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
JUSTA LADY is zero-for-four lifetime on the weeds, but she possesses 
effective tactical speed, has a prior money finish over the Matt Winn Turf 
Course and is eligible for improvement in her third start off the shelf. She 
has kept honest company throughout her 11-race career; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-1(part of entry)-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
LEARNING CURVE looks like a solid play in Thursday’s nightcap, as the 
daughter of Super Saver is well spotted in her first crack against “non-
winners of three lifetime” foes creeping down in class to the $8K claiming 
level after clearing the “two lifetime” condition by open lengths against 
$10K types in early April in Hot Springs. Trainer J. R. Caldwell’s outfit is 
hitting at a gaudy 56 percent strike rate at the tilt, having won an 
impressive five-of-nine races; choice. LEANNE N SUSAN has been facing 
lesser stock in South Florida with marginal success of late, but the five-
year-old mare has won two-of-five lifetime starts in Louisville for trainer 
Dale Romans, and I like that she turns back in distance to a six and a half 
furlong trip in this spot; contender. GREELY’S STRIKER is a late running 
sprinter that has finished in the money in eight-of-14 lifetime starts under 
the Twin Spires, and she creeps into the conditioned claiming ranks in this 
spot for trainer Gary Thomas; fires in the stretch drive. CHOCOLATE 
CHERRIES gets in light with the 10-pound apprentice named for the riding 
assignment and this five-year-old mare has three money finishes from nine 
prior starts under the Twin Spires. She has hooked next-out winners in her 
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past two starts and is 20-1 on the morning line; useful when spreading in 
exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-9-10-8   


